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Abstract: The use of the Peltier effect for the cooling of a cooler powered by photovoltaic energy is a solution for the 
conservation of foodstuffs or pharmaceuticals when conditions as well geographical and climatic become difficult. Only a 
problem often arises with the choice of the supply current. Indeed, a choice of the supply current too low will produce less cold 
while a choice of too much supply current (very close to the maximum value indicated by the manufacturer of the module) will 
produce more cold, but the module will work in saturation, which will reduce its life. This article proposes to present the 
possibility of optimizing a thermoelectric refrigeration installation. In particular: by improving the performances of the 
installation, by maximizing the coefficient of performance and the cooling capacity as a function of the power supply current 
of the Peltier effect module (of the TEC1-12706 type). Thus, to solve this problem, we propose an optimization of the 
thermoelectric installation while passing by the method of the derivatives which will make it possible to find this optimal 
current. This optimal current will be average current corresponding to the performance coefficient and the current for which 
the refrigeration power becomes maximum. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to satisfy the daily consumption, one is obliged to 
store consumables while maintaining a good quality. The cold 
does not improve the food, it keeps them in the state they are 
when they are placed in a refrigerator. Storage should be done at 
a given temperature and relative humidity. These conditions 
vary with the product. Since the shelf life is limited, refrigeration 
slows the vital phenomena of living tissues, such as fruits and 
vegetables, and dead tissues by slowing down biochemical 
metabolism, thus guaranteeing vitamins, hormones and enzymes. 
It also slows microbial evolution and consequences such as 
putrefaction. A commodity such as meat, for example, to be 
stored should be placed in an environment between 0°C and 4°C. 
This temperature does not exist in tropical countries. The use of 
the Peltier effect for the cooling of a cooler powered by 

photovoltaic energy is a solution for the conservation of 
foodstuffs or pharmaceuticals when conditions as well 
geographical and climatic become difficult image (1). More than 
170 years ago, Jean-Charles Peltier discovered a curious 
phenomenon: when an electric current crosses two drivers of 
different natures, one cools while the other warms (at the level 
of their respective junction). A little earlier, in 1821, Thomas 
Seebeck put an opposite phenomenon: indeed when two 
different conducting materials are close to each other, we obtain 
an electric current (admittedly weak) if the two junctions are 
brought to different temperatures [1, 2, 3, 13, 16]. Lord Kelvin 
later confirmed that the two discoveries were related to the same 
phenomenon, today called the thermoelectric effect [4, 5]. A 
thermoelectric Peltier refrigeration system is an installation that 
uses Peltier effect modules that operate in refrigeration. Figures 
2 and 3. Only a problem often arises with the choice of the 
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supply current. Indeed, a choice of the supply current too low 
will produce less cold while a choice of too much supply current 
(very close to the maximum value indicated by the manufacturer 
of the module) will produce more cold, but the module will 
work in saturation, which will reduce its life. Thus, a choice of 
the optimal current is important and reassuring. The 
optimization of the real system will consist in separately 
maximizing the coefficient of performance εf and the cooling 
capacity of the installation	���. Indeed, the voltage ����	which 
gives the value of the maximum coefficient of performance is 

obtained by posing: 
	
�
	� = 0; The result of this equation gives us 

the expression allowing to determine the optimal current 
corresponding to the maximum coefficient of performance by 

the relation: ����� = ����
� ; R: being the electrical resistance of the 

thermoelectric couple. The optimum value of the current for 
which the cooling capacity becomes maximum is obtained by 

the relation: 
	�� �
	� = 0. The result of this equation gives us the 

expression to calculate the optimal current: ����� = ���
� . The 

current ����� allows the module to consume a minimum electrical 
power and the current ����� provides the module with maximum 
electrical power. The feed current		����  will be chosen in the 
interval ������; ������	[6]. The eclectic schematic diagram of the 
installation is shown in Figure 4. We will take as a precaution 
the average value: 

I !" = I� !" + I� !"2  

2. Material and Method 

2.1. Materials 

Figure 1 shows a thermoelectric micro-fridge (cooler), 
having a type Bismuth tellurium type TEC1-12706 module 
Figure 2 [7, 8] whose characteristics are given in Table 1. It 
is composed of a fan which extracts the hot air released by 
the outdoor radiator and an indoor fan that convects cold air 
into the cooler Figure 3. 

 

Figure 1. Thermoelectric micro-fridge (cooler). 

 

Figure 2. TEC1-12706 Bismuth tellurium type module. 

 

Figure 3. Thermoelectric installation composed of Peltier module. 

Table 1. Initial technical characteristics of the installation. 

Quantities Values %&: Room temperature 300 K %�: Temperature reached by the cold junction 263 K (	: Thermoelectric power 200 )	V/K 
N: Number of thermoelectric couples 127 
Z: Characteristic size of the material 3× 10,-.,� ���: Cooling capacity 20 W /0: Coefficient of performance 0,40 
U: Voltage 12 V 1: Electrical resistivity 10,2Ω3  
I: Current 6A 

 

Figure 4. Block diagram of the assembly. 

2.2. Method 

The method is based on a power budget for a 
thermoelectric material qualified as a standard model [9, 
15]. The main electrical quantity that will produce cold or 
heat is the supply current of the Peltier effect module. 
Subsequently, mathematical models have been developed 
that combine the standard heat transfer equations for 
thermoelectricity that take into account the Seebeck and 
Joule effects. This method consists in separately 
maximizing the coefficient of performance and the cooling 
capacity of the installation. It allows, by using a DC 
voltage source (U), to study the transient temperature 
setting of the assembly, by establishing the relation �� 0= f 
(U, T0, Ta), to determine the number of thermoelectric 
couples. of the module, the power supply device, the 
overall resistance of the heat exchangers and the surface 
of the module that will be needed [10]. The choice of the 
supply circuit must take into account the optimal intensity 
Iopt. Figure 4. In the figure 5, it is presented the principle 
of operation of Peltier thermoelectric system. 
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Figure 5. Peltier thermo-electric system. 

1. Heat absorbed or evacued at welding points 
On the welding points appears a warmth that is expressed 

through the relationship: 

�� = 4. �. 5	(7)                                (1) 

With: 
-π: Peltier coefficient (V); 
-I: Intensity of the module supply current (A); 
-τ: Time in second (s). 
2. Heat received as a result of thermal conduction 
The material is a thermal conductor; the heat conveyed is 

expressed by: 

�9 = (:� + :�)(%; − %�)5 (J)                    (2) 

With: 

:� + :� = : = = >
?                             (3) 

L: Length of the portion (m); 
k: Thermal conductivity constant (W/m2K) 
λ: Thermal conductibility of the portion (W/K); 
S: Section (m2) 
3. Heat QJ evacuated by half by Joule effect an half the 

middle 
The heat gained by Joule effect and in the environment is 

expressed by: 

�@ = �
� (A� + A�)��5	(7)                          (4) 

With 	R� + A� = A = 1 ?
>:  Resistance of a thermocouple 

(Ώ) 
ρ: Electrical resistivity of the material. (Ώm) 
4. Heat ��	 taken by the thermoelement in the middle has 

cool: 
In stationary operating regime, the sum	��, �9 , �@  of the 

three components is equal to the heat evacuated by Peltier 
effect, i.e.: 

�� = �� + �9 + �@ (J)                        (5) 

By replacing (1), (2), (3), (4) in (5) we have: 

4. �. 5 = �� + (:� + :�)(%; − %�)5 + �
� (A� + A�)��5  (6) 

Depending on the time, we have: 

��� = D�
E = 4� − 0,5(A� + A�)�� − (:� + :�)G%  (7) 

Considering:	%; = %& 
-Ta: Ambient temperature (K); 
-T0: Temperature of the cold side of the module (K) 
-TC: Temperature of the hot side of the module (K) 
-U= A�: Electric power voltage (V); 
-∆T =	%& − %�:  Temperature difference between the 

ambient and the cold side of the module (K); 
-k1, k2: Thermal conductivity of the tow materials 

(W/m2K) 
Between the Peltier coefficient and the Seebeck 

coefficient, there is relationship: 

4 = (H� − H�)% = H%                         (8) 

- H�, H�:  Seebeck thermoelectric coefficient of the tow 
materials (V/K); 

We can express the heat absorbed Q0 depending on the U 
tension by relationship: 

��� = D�
E = H%�� − 0,5A�� − :G% = IH%� − 0,5� − : �

�G%J �                                         (9) 

5. The electric power supply Pe of the module. 
This power is composed of the following terms: 
a. The term Pt represents the component to overcome 

thermo-electromotor voltage 

P" = EI = (α� − α�)(TO − T�)I = (α� − α�)ΔT. I	(Q) (10) 

b. The term Pj represents the component of the electro-
caloric effect 

PR = (R� + R�)I�	(Q)                          (11) 

It result in the total electrical power Pe expressed by the 
relationship: 

ST = P" + PR = URI + αΔTVI = UU + α(TO − T�)VI (W) (12) 

6. Maximum coefficient of performance 
The maximum value of the coefficient of performance 

noted εf depends mainly on the optimum value of the current 
or the supply voltage and the parameters α and Z of the 
materials used for the semiconductors. Its expression 
according to the current or the tension is: 

ƐY = D��
Z[ =

���,�,2�,\]^_�
�`a(bc,b�)                         (13) 

The optimal voltage Uopt which gives the maximum value 
of the coefficient of performance is defined such as: 

dƐe
d�	 = 0                                    (14) 

We obtain the second degree equation of U = Uopt, the 
optimum tension on the form: 

kRαY� + 2kRY − 0,5α∆T − 	αT� = 0       (15) 

where 
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i = ∆�
����                                    (16) 

It comes: 

i� = ,\�,j(\�)k`\��kI��`∆lk J
\��                        (17) 

i� = ,\�`j(\�)k`\��kI��`∆lk J
\��                       (18) 

The supply voltage being positive, we will therefore 
consider the value of i� 

Taking into account equation (16), we obtain the optimum 
voltage followed: 

���� =
�∆�m�`j�`nko]I��`∆lk Jp

nk
o]I��`∆lk J

                         (19) 

Denoting by: 

q = �k
r� 	(	sℎuvuswxvyzwys	zy{x	|Y	wℎx	3uwxvyu})  (20) 

v = �k
\� I%� + ∆�

� J = q I%� + ∆�
� J                  (21) 

~ = √1 + v	                                (22) 

The expression of the current corresponding to the 
maximum coefficient of performance can be written: 

����� = ����
� = �∆�

�,� x �
�                            (23) 

and the the average temperature as: 

%��� = ��`�n
� = %� + ∆�

�                           (24) 

By reducing the optimal tension in the expression of the 
coefficient of performance, we obtain: 

ε��O� = b�
∆b X

�,�,2��∆�� �
���,

����
�� � �

���
�` �

���
	            (25) 

In the expression obtained, we notice the presence of the 

factor 
��
∆� which represents the coefficient of performance of 

the reference Carnot cycle, delimited by the temperatures %� 
and %&. 

/; = ��
∆� = ��

��,��                              (26) 

Then (25) becomes: 

/0�&� = /; �1 − �
� I1 + �,2

�� J −
����
�� × �

� × �,�
�`��	 (27) 

7. Optimum voltage of a thermocouple 
The optimum voltage for a thermoelectric torque is defined 

by: 

����� = �×∆�
�,� 	(�)                          (28) 

8. Electrical resistance of a thermocouple. 
According to equation (23) this resistance is defined as 

follows: 

A = �∆�
�����×(�,�) 	(Ώ)                       (29) 

9. Total electrical resistance of the module battery 
It is calculated by: 

A� = �
����� 	(Ώ)                             (30) 

10. Average temperature reached by the module 
It is determined by: 

%��� = ��`��
� = %� + ∆�

� 	(.)                   (31) 

11. Maximum cooling capacity of a thermoelectric couple 
The maximum cooling capacity of a thermocouple is 

obtained under optimum conditions where the intensity of the 
electric current is optimal. By neglecting the heat transmitted 
by conduction towards the cold welds (Q˙F = 0), and 
considering the case where k = 0, the equation (1) of the 
cooling capacity of the module is written: 

��� = H%�� − ��k
� = ��� − ���                  (32) 

With: Q� ! = αT�I (Term related to the Peltier effect, cold 

side), Q� R = ��k
� 	 (Term related to the Joule effect). The 

optimum value of the current for which Q� 0 becomes maximal, 
is obtained by the relation: 

dD��
d� = 0                                  (33) 

We have  

dD��
d� = H%� − A����                           (34) 

Let the optimum current for which �� 0 be maximal: 

���� = ���
�                                  (35) 

With R=R1. 
Then (40) becomes: 

�����&� = (���)k
� − (���)k

��                        (36) 

Finally: 

�����&� = �k��k
�� (Q)                         (37) 

12. Number of thermoelectric couples under optimal 
conditions 

The number Nopt of thermoelectric couples in optimal 
conditions is defined by: 

 ��� = �
�����                                   (38) 

13. Maximum cooling capacity of the installation 
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Taking into account the number of thermoelectric couples 
housed in the soles or blocks of the module, this power is 
obtained by the relation (39): 

����&� =  ��� × �����&�  (W)                      (39) 

14. Intensity of the current for which ��� is maximum 
The optimal current under the conditions of ����&�: 

	����� = ���
�  (A)                              (40) 

15. Maximum temperature difference 
Taking into that ��� = 0 and ƐY = 0,  we obtain the 

maximum temperature difference such as: 

∆%�&� = 0,5 × q × %��                      (41) 

The minimum temperature of the cold junction under those 
maximum conditions is defined by: 

%��¡¢¡ = £�`�¤��,�
¤                           (42) 

16. Minimum electrical power required by the module. 
Under the optimization conditions, the electrical power during 

operation of a Peltier thermoelectric module is not obtained 
directly by the product U×I, it can be deduced by the relation: 

ST = D��
�e                                      (43) 

In this relation (43), the power is minimal for 	/0 = εmax It 
is defined by the relation: 

S�¡¢ = D��
�e��¥	                               (44) 

17. Intensity of the current for which εf is maximum 
The intensity of the current which gives the maximum of 

the cooling efficiency is: 

��¦Z� = Z�§¨
� 	                              (45) 

18. Thermal power discharged by the module 
The thermal power discharged by the module is defined by 

the following relation (46): 

�;� = ��� + S�¡¢                            (46) 

19. Maximum electrical power consumed by the module 
The maximum electrical power required by the module 

depends on the optimum current value �����corresponding to 
the maximum cooling capacity. It is determined by: 

S�&� =  ����A ∗ ª�����« + H∆%¬�����             (47) 

20. Intensity of the current of the module power supply. 
There are two possible choices of supply current, the first 

choice is the optimal value �����  relative to the maximum 
coefficient of performance. This current will allow the module 
to consume minimal electrical power. The second choice is to 
attribute to the feed current the value of current ����� 
corresponding to the maximum cooling capacity. This current 
will provide the module with maximum electrical power. For 
greater security, the optimum current Iopt supply of the module 
will be chosen in the interval ������; ������.	We will take as a 

precaution the average value of currents �����et ����� or: 

���� = �����`�k���� 	                                (48) 

3. Discussion of Results 

On the graphs, the intensity of the supply current of the 
module has been represented on the abscissa. The simulation 
was done at room temperature Ta = 300K. For each variation 
of the supply current of the module, it is noted that the 
coefficient of performance of the reference Carnot cycle 
remains constant Figure 6. While the real coefficient of 
performance of the minimum electrical power required by the 
module will be calculated with respect to this first optimal 
current Figure 7. The minimum electrical power required per 
module will be calculed in relation to this first optimal 
current. Figures 8 and 9 show that the electrical and thermal 
power gradually vary according to the supply current. The 
cooling power has an arrow which shows the existence of a 
maximum corresponding to a second optimum value of the 
module supply current. The maximum value of the electrical 
power demanded by the module will be calculated as a 
function of this second optimal current. 

a) Coefficient of performance of the Carnot cycle 

 

Figure 6. Variation in Carnot coefficient of performance versus current I. 
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b) Coefficient of performance of the installation 

 

Figure 7. Variation of the performance coefficient of the installation according to current I. 

c) Electrical power of installation 

 

Figure 8. Variation of the electrical power of the installation according to the current I. 

d) Heat flow to be evacuated by the module 

 

Figure 9. Heat flow variation versus current I. 

e) Cooling capacity of the installation 
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Figure 10. Variation of the cooling capacity of the plant as a function of the current I. 

On the other hand, the observations made on the graph of 
the refrigerating power Figure 10, are such that: 

At the initial moment, I = 0A, which gives zero cooling 
capacity, corresponds to the de-energized state of the module. 

When I∈] 0; Iopt [, The temperature of the cold junction of the 
module decreases progressively until it reaches the calibration 
value or its minimum value as a function of the voltage and the 
supply current. The cooling capacity follows the same 
progressive rate of change in the increasing direction, since it is 
related to both the temperature of the cold junction and the 
supply current of the module. Which is obvious. When the 
current varies, the cooling capacity also varies. 

At I = Iopt, the optimum operating point (Iopt; �� 0max), is the 
point where the steady state is established between the 
cooling effect of Peltier and the heating effect of Joule. The 
maximum cooling capacity is provided on the cold side and 
the Joule effect tends to be concealed by the cooling effect of 

Peltier. Under these conditions, the flow on the cold side 
becomes twice the heat flux released by the Joule effect. 

For I∈] Iopt; +∞[, the supply current exceeds the optimal 
current gradually, the power released by Joule effect 
gradually increases and a large amount of heat is transmitted 
gradually by conduction to the cold junction, which reflects 
the fact that the temperature cold goes back up to tend 
towards the temperature of the hot welding. Hence the 
cooling capacity in turn also decreases gradually. 

When I → I∞ = 2 × ���
� , the heating power released by the 

Joule effect reaches its extremes, the temperature of the cold 
part and the temperature of the hot part of the module vary 
until a maximum temperature difference is reached.. A 
second steady state is established between the cold side flow 
and the Joule effect heat flux. Under these conditions, the 
cooling capacity is canceled again. 

Table 2. Digital application of the optimization of the thermoelectric micro-fridge. 

Results obtained for the optimization 

Mean temperature %��� = 281,5	.  
Minimum cold temperature %��¡¢ = 224,4	.  
Number of optimal thermoelectric couples  ��� = 581	s|°±}xz  
Maximum coefficient of performance of the module /0�&� = 0,66  
Minimum electrical power required S�¡¢ = 30,51	Q  
Thermal power to be evacuated by the module ��; = 50,51	Q  
Intensity of the current corresponding to the maximum coefficient of performance ����� = 2,54	´  
Resistance of a thermoelectric couple A = 0,0081	Ω  
Maximum cooling capacity of a thermoelectric couple �����&� = 0,1702	Q  
Total maximum cooling capacity of the installation ����&� = 98,87	Q  
Optimum current intensity for cooling capacity ����&� maximum ����� = 6,5	´  
Maximum electrical power of the installation S�&� = 225,55	Q  
Optimal current intensity ���� = 4,52	´  

 

4. Conclusion 

It goes without saying that we always try to obtain a better 
coefficient of refrigeration performance of an installation 
while keeping in mind that it can not exceed its theoretical 
maximum namely the coefficient of performance of Carnot. 
Due to the compact nature and easy implementation of the 
Peltier thermoelectric modules, it is necessary to go through 
an optimization of the main parameters to improve its 

performance. One of the objectives of this study was to 
propose the mathematical model of the Peltier effect, which 
makes it possible to optimize the coefficient of performance 
and the cooling capacity of the installation. 

The optimization of the coefficient of performance and the 
cooling capacity made it possible to find a limit range of 
currents necessary for the choice of an optimal current 
making it possible to operate the module in the optimal 
conditions. The results of our study for an optimal operation 
of our installation have been given in Table 2. It can be seen 
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that this coefficient of performance is much higher than that 
presented by the manufacturer: /0�&�= 0,66 > /0= 0,40, for an optimum intensity much 
lower than that prescribed by the manufacturer is: ���� =4,52	´ < 6	´. Finally, to ensure optimum operation of the 
installation, the regulating system of this one will have to be 
programmed according to the optimal current. 

Nomenclature 

I: Intensity of the module supply current 
I� !":  Optimum current intensity corresponding to the 

maximum coefficient of performance 
I� !": Optimum current intensity relative to the maximum 

cooling capacity I���: Intensity of the optimal power supply of the module 
k: Thermal conductivity constant 
N: Number of thermoelectric couples N���: Optimum number of thermoelectric couples 
P�¡¢: Minimum electrical power of the installation P�&�: Maximum electrical power of the installation PT: Electrical power of the installation ��� : Cooling capacity of the module �;� : Thermal power to be evacuated by the module �����&� : Maximum cooling capacity of a thermocouple ����&� : Maximum cooling capacity of the installation 
��� : Cold side flux, related to Peltier effect 
�»� : Thermal flux, related to the Joule effect 
R: Resistance of a thermocouple R�: Total electrical resistance of the module battery T&: Ambient temperature T�: Temperature of the cold side of the module T�¡¢: Temperature of the installation T��¼½: Minimum cold temperature of the installation 
U: Peltier module power supply U���: Optimum supply voltage of a thermocouple 
H: Thermoelectric power or Seebeck coefficient /0: Coefficient of performance of the installation /0�&�: Maximum performance coefficient of the installation 
∆T: Temperature difference between the ambient and the 

cold side of the module ∆T�O�: Temperature difference between the ambient and 
the cold side of the module 1: Electrical resistivity of the material. 
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